Final Showcase NXT residency Artists

>**Tuesday, 21 June, 14.00** – BEN SMART (UK) – Café De School
Title: Streetshaping – An artistic collaboration with you

Topic: Artist in residence, Ben Smart, is busy wrapping up his residency here in Amsterdam. As part of his urban design project, he is collaborating with Amsterdam city council, to help visualise the future of Jan Evertsenstraat’s western end with a collaborative, hands-on art project. Now he is calling upon the community to give feedback on how they think the city should expand.

Take a look at the information leaflet [here](#).

> **Saturday, 25 June** – SPACEHUNTERS collective – time TBA, New Democracy Dome at Fabcity Campus
Title: You have bright future behind you

Topic: The SPACEHUNTERS collective’s presentation in New Democracy Dome is a collection of treasures they gathered along the way, during the time they spent together and the things that they created to survive during their residency in Amsterdam for the past 3 months. The title came from song lyrics combined with associations they developed of their experiences during the residency.

The SPACEHUNTERS collective is (Dora Durkesac HR and Zofia Kuligowska PL).

> **Saturday-Sunday 25 -26 June** – BEN SMART (UK) - Fabcity
Title: Streetshaping – An artistic collaboration with you (presentation at Fabcity)

Topic: Artist in residence, Ben Smart, is collaborating with Amsterdam city council, to help visualise the future of Jan Evertsenstraat’s western end with a collaborative, hands-on art project. He called upon the community earlier this week, now he will present his research to the public at the Fabcity campus.

> **Sunday, 26 June** – DORA DURKESAC (HR)Title: Unfinished Projects
Description of project coming soon.

> **Ongoing ISO Café project** – VIKTOR VEJVODA (CZ) – month of June, Fabcity campus
Title: ISO Café

Theme: Join artist-in-residence Viktor Vejvoda for a cup of Dutch espresso style coffee at the terrace of the Shipping Container Café to enjoy spectacular views of the eastern part of the island, Amsterdam Centraal Station and undertake activities including...
+ Small electronics repairs and destructions, bicycle basic repairs and bike parts library and exchange shop.
+ Print, scan and OCR on recycled printer. (scan A4, print up to A3, color, print on CD / DVD, print on envelopes), Design of daily needed info papers: announcements, advices, lists not to forget, manifestos and greetings cards of only kind
+ Technology therapy and traumatology assistance, Open Software OS on slow running old machines installation (Lynux ~ Xubuntu 16.04 LTS)

Follow Viktor’s blog for the latest updates [amsterdaminiso.tumblr.com](http://amsterdaminiso.tumblr.com)